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"Advocates of capitalism are very apt to appeal to the sacred principles of liberty, which are embodied
in one maxim: 
The fortunate must not be restrained in the exercise of tyranny over the unfortunate."
-- Bertrand Russell
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A hunger stone (German: Hungerstein) is a type of hydrological landmark common in Central
Europe. Hunger stones serve as famine memorials and warnings and were erected in Germany and in
ethnic German settlements throughout Europe in the 15th through 19th centuries.
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Tree FM
Listen to forests around the world.
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Stories by AI
Unique tales written, illustrated, and narrated with AI
#code #technology #literature
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Distributed information encoding and decoding using self-organized spatial patterns
#code
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THE NTS GOLDEN RECORD
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In 1977, the Voyager spacecraft launched with two golden phonograph records, containing a variety of
sounds and images selected to best represent life on earth, in the hopes that they might be found by
extraterrestrial intelligence.
This year marks the 45th anniversary of the Voyager records' launch into the cosmos. But if we were to
do it all again today, what would we do differently?
This four hour broadcast contains the original NASA-collated mix of sounds, followed by a two hour
mix of NTS listener-submitted sounds.
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Daniel Wurtzel
is a Brooklyn-based artist best known for his kinetic #sculpture and installations using air and
lightweight materials that fly.
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As of 2011, The Great Picture (111 feet (34 m) wide and 32 feet (9.8 m) high) holds the Guinness
World Record for the largest print photograph, and the camera with which it was made holds a record
for being the world's largest.
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https://youtu.be/LSAXPzcFupM
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Boxing match with Jerry Lewis from the movie Sailor Beware!
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https://youtu.be/ACTBHzliFaY
Corpus Chaosum - Carey Burtt
A man suffering from suicidal and homicidal feelings finds recovery in several different spiritual
solutions.
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